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PMT readout box in H4 beam



H4 beam – looking upstream



H4 beam



Cerenkov vs. 
Scintillation



Correct event-by-event for EM 
fraction

σ/E = 2.65% at 100 GeV



“interaction jets” – 0.1 λ lucite

200 GeV 
pions

σ/E = 2.15%



Resolution of π’s and “jets”



Electrons:  energy resolution



Muons into DREAM



Scintillation & Cerenkov signals



Separate contributions of ionization and 
radiative energy losses by muons
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probable 
energy 
loss



Ionization and radiative energy losses

Average 
energy 
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From a module to a 4π detector 

• Only important point -
the fiber densities 
must be constant 
throughout the 
volume

• Several possible 
solutions…this is RD1



This dual-readout calorimeter can measure all the 
partons of the SM with comparable precision: e, µ, 

q, γ, and therefore all W and Z decays

Mjj (GeV/c2) 

Pythia processes 22 and 25, 
DREAM resolutions, jet cone 
reconstruction

e+e- WW    &  ZZ

W jj and Z jj
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Summary
There are many calorimeter technologies to be 

considered for the LC, and this is one.  

We are a small group and would be happy to work 
with a large group to solve the several remaining 
problems (tracking system, magnetic field, muon
system) for the development of a dual-readout 
calorimeter for the LC.

And, can this calorimeter be further improved? 


